CASE STUDY

Money Laundering Detection
AI-enabled Inawisdom platform supports Suffolk Building Society to identify fraud
and money laundering

“Working with lnawisdom was an absolute pleasure as they
were focused on the business outcome and were agile
and flexible in their approach, as well as providing us an
extremely high-quality delivery.”
ASHLEY BURTON, HEAD OF CHANGE, SUFFOLK BUILDING SOCIETY

Our Customer
The ‘Ipswich & Suffolk Freehold Land Society’ was founded in
1849 and was part of a national movement to create “forty shilling
freeholders — giving the ordinary man the chance to buy enough
land to enable him to vote”.
168 years later this has transformed into the ‘Suffolk Building
Society’ who have an extremely influential presence with
branches spread across the county of Suffolk. SBS provide
mortgages and various savings accounts for their customers, for
both personal and commercial use.
Suffolk Building Society has a broad range of customer accounts
all running the risk of potential fraudulent transactions or being
used for money-laundering purposes. The strict regulatory
environment that SBS operates within also requires evidence
that clear controls are in place as well as compliance with the FCA
Anti-Money Laundering (AML) regulations 2017.

The Challenge
Seeking an innovative solution to support their compliance
obligations, SBS’s Head of Change Ashley Burton engaged
lnawisdom to use their Al platform (RAMP deployed on AWS) to
identify savings accounts that require further compliance action.
A key requirement for Suffolk Building Society was a means to
reduce the level of “false positives” from the traditional rulebased identification methods, as human inspection of suspected
accounts is very resource intensive.
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Our Solution
lnawisdom & SBS defined a set of business goals to drive
and measure progress throughout this engagement:
•

“To understand and visualise customer transaction
patterns”

•

“To identify accounts that initially follow expected
behavioural patterns and then deviate from them”

•

“To identify accounts that exhibit unusual behavioural
patterns after account opening”

lnawisdom employed unsupervised anomaly detection
to identify unusual account patterns to augment existing
rules-based controls. lnawisdom also used their accelerator
Al platform (RAMP) to provide a highly scalable and secure
environment to deploy these techniques.
A key requirement was to ensure the highest levels of
customer confidentiality with no ‘Personal Identifying
Information’ (PII) being disclosed at any point during this
engagement.
Ease of interpretability was a crucial requirement so that
outputs could be explained to the regulator. This was
achieved by using a combination of Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) & t-SNE analysis.

PCA proved particularly effective to visualise the different
risk categories, the further the data spread from “norm”
(0,0) being an indication of anomalous behaviour.

The Results
All three business goals were achieved by using
lnawisdom’s innovative approach and RAMP platform
to apply Al and Machine Learning.
The outcome delivered for Suffolk Building Society
gives additional automated compliance controls when
investigating the highest risk accounts.

About Us
Inawisdom is a leading specialist in
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine
Learning (ML). We enable customers to
rapidly discover and deliver business
differentiation from their data assets to
create true value. Inawisdom is an Amazon
Web Services (AWS) Premier Consulting
Partner, holding multiple competencies
including Machine Learning and Data &
Analytics, and serves global businesses
in a broad range of industries, across the
UK and EMEA. Inawisdom was acquired by
Cognizant in December 2020.
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